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ABSTRACT

Blocking technology is one of the most important means to obtain score in volleyball, which has a great influence
on the victory of the game. In this study, the vertical jump was analyzed to understand the movement character-
istics of legs during training time. The kinematics and dynamics data of the legs of 10 volleyball players after
training for 0 h, 0.5 h, 1 h and 2 h were studied by using an infrared light point motion capture system and force
measuring platform. The results showed that the joint angles of the players who had 1 h and 2 h of training in the
buffering and pedaling and stretching stages decreased markedly compared with those who had 0 h of training.
The peak angular velocity and impulse of hip and knee joints after 1 h and 2 h of training decreased in the pedal-
ing and stretching stage. In the flight stage, the time of flight and the height of center of gravity showed a down-
ward trend, while the time of landing and the angle of the knee joint decreased. After 1 h and 2 h of training, at
the moment of double-foot landing, the flexion and extension angle of the knee joint increased, and the angular
velocity of the knee joint and ankle joint decreased markedly. The length of training time has a great impact on
the joints of legs, including increasing joint pressure and the risk of injuries.
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1 Introduction

Blocking is an important means to obtain score in volleyball [1]. In competition, blocking can block the
opponent from scoring through spiking [2], so as to gain the chance of initiative attack for his own side and
improve the winning rate [3]. In addition, the success of blocking can inspire the morale of the team members
and mobilize greater enthusiasm to face the competition and achieve good results. The height of takeoff has a
great influence on the success rate of blocking. The higher the takeoff, the greater the success rate of
blocking. Blocking technology has been widely concerned and studied because of its importance. Gerwyn
Hughes et al. [4] found that the extension moment of normal knee joint of women was significantly lower
than that of men at block jump, while the maximum standardized knee valgus moment of women was
significantly larger than that of men. Hughes et al. [5] found that the blocking of the opponent has a great
impact on the knee joint, there were significant differences in the flexion range of te knee joint and the
maximum knee valgus angle, and the blocking of the opponent might change the muscle and nerve
response during block jump. Ficklin et al. [6] compared the traditional blocking technology with swing
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blocking technology and found that the latter has higher takeoff height and effective blocking space, but it
might reduce the adjustment ability of athletes when facing wrong judgment. Zahradnik et al. [7] found that
step-back landing had a great impact on the knee, hip and ankle joints after the block jump, which might
bring higher risk of anterior cruciate ligament (ACL) injury. In the blocking process, repeated jump and
landing may bring great impact to various joints of legs, especially knee joints [8]. Among the current
studies concerning volleyball block take-off, most of them focus on the analysis of the working process
of lower limbs through different methods, rarely involving the changes of athletes’ lower limb movement
characteristics under fatigue state. Biomechanical analysis can directly show the changes of athletes’
sports characteristics under fatigue state, which has been studied in many types of sports. Through the
study of 14 Irish competitive dancers, Wild et al. [9] found that the landing performance of dancers
decreased, the load of ankle and knee joints increased, and they faced greater risks of injury under fatigue
state. Yu et al. [10] studied 15 male subjects and asked them to perform three jumping movements before
and after fatigue. They found that fatigue would increase the abduction angle of knee joints, the flexion
moment of hip joints, and the range of motion of ankle and knee joints in the frontal plane. Zago et al.
[11] found that athletes’ fatigue would lead to the increase of knee flexion angle and hip abduction and
internal rotation in repeated 180-degree turns, which would increase the risk of ligament injury.
Tserenchiemed et al. [12] studied ten professional golfers and found that the knee joint flexion of the
athletes was small, the internal rotation of the tibia was high, and the joint compression force increased in
the fatigue stage, which led to the increase of ACL load. In this study, changes in leg movement
characteristics under different training time were studied. Taking the vertical jumping in situ as an
example, the changes of lower limbs in different stages of take-off were analyzed biomechanically to
understand the influence of training time on block take-off, help coaches arrange the training schedule of
athletes better, clarify the relationship between fatigue and movement characteristics, and prevent sport
injuries.

2 Block Jump Technique of Volleyball

Blocking is one of the basic techniques of volleyball, which has a great influence on whether a team can
win in a competition. It can be divided into in-situ blocking, mobile blocking, etc. The action of jumping
include single leg jump, double-leg jump, front jump, side jump, etc. In this study, the most basic in-situ
vertical jump action in blocking was taken as the research subject, and the changes of leg movement
characteristics of athletes in different sports were analyzed from the perspective of biomechanics.

The process of vertical jump can be divided into buffering, pedaling and stretching, flight and landing.
Buffering (Fig. 1) is the process from the motion starting of the knee joint to buffer to the lowest point.
Pedaling and stretching is the process from the hip and knee joints descending to the lowest point to the
moment that two feet away from the ground. Flight (Fig. 2) is the process from the moment that two feet
away from the ground to the moment that two feet land on the ground. Landing is the process from the
moment that two feet land on the ground to the moment that the knee and hip joints descending to the
lowest point.

3 Research Methods

3.1 Research Subjects
Ten male volleyball players from the male volleyball team in Department of Sports of Tianjin Chengjian

University, were selected as the research subjects. They were healthy and received professional training in the
college. They volunteered to participate in the research. Before conducting the research, the subjects were
informed of the contents and procedures of the test and the matters needing attention, and the informed
consent was signed. The basic information of the subjects is shown in Tab. 1.
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3.2 Data Acquisition
Identification points were pasted at the key positions of the pelvis, calf and thigh, and kinematics related

data were collected using American 3DMOTION infrared light point motion capture system. In the aspect of
dynamics, two JP6060 multi-dimensional force measuring platforms were installed in embedded way for
monitoring, which was at the same level of the runway, and the sampling frequency was 1000 Hz.

3.3 In-situ Vertical Jump Test
The test action was in-situ vertical jumping. The height of the net was 2.43 m. Players hold their hands

flat in front of their chest, bent their knee joints (angle of the knee joint between 90° and 135°) and jumped
with all their strength. When landing, their feet fell on two force measuring platforms respectively. They
jumped three times with full strength in each test. Muscle interaction produced strength during jumping.
The testing process is as follows. The basic information of athletes was collected. They warmed up. The
identification points were pasted on the hip, knee and ankle joint of the athletes. They jumped from the
force measuring platform three times with all their strength, and the data was taken as the data when no
training was made. Then they received half hour of volleyball training and jumped again, and the data
was taken as the data after half hour of training. The data after one hour of training and two hours of
training were also collected. The whole experiment lasted for about 3 h.

Figure 1: Buffering
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3.4 Statistical Analysis
Kinematics and dynamics data were obtained by using the software of a data acquisition system and

were input into EXCEL2007 for analysis and processing. The indicators were described by the average
values of the ten athletes, �x� sð Þ.
4 Research Results

4.1 Buffer
With the increase of training time, the buffer time was gradually shortened (Fig. 3). The buffer time after

1 h of training and 2 h of training markedly decreased compared to that in the normal state, i.e., when the
training time was 0.

It was found from the obtained data that the angle of motion of lower limb joints decreased in the buffer
stage with the increase of exercise time. The lower extremity joints included hip, knee and ankle joints. The
data of each test are shown in Tab. 2.

Figure 2: Flight

Table 1: The basic information of the research subjects

Age (year) Height (m) Weight (kg) Training time (year)

20.56 ± 1.76 1.90 ± 0.38 87.12 ± 9.86 7.86 ± 1.24
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It was found from Tab. 2 that angles of different joints in the four tests showed a decreasing trend,
indicating that the flexibility of the joints began to decline. There was no significant difference between
the movement angle of different joints after training for 0.5 h and the normal state. When the training
time reached 1 h, the movement angle began to decrease markedly. After the training time reached 2 h,
the angle of the hip decreased to 52.1 ± 5.9°, the angle of the knee joint was 76.5 ± 9.3°, and the angle
of the ankle joint was 24.1 ± 4.2°.

The other indicators in the buffering stage are shown in Tab. 3.

As shown in Tab. 3, the training time had no significant impact on the angular velocity of different joints;
with the increase of training time, the angular velocity of different joints increased slightly; the instantaneous
force value at the end of buffer also had no great changes.

Figure 3: Changes in the buffer time

Table 2: Changes in angles of different joints

Indicator Training time (h) Correlation analysis

0 0.5 1 2 r p

Angle of hip joint (°) 67.2 ± 7.8 65.3 ± 6.9 57.4 ± 6.2 52.1 ± 5.9 −0.686 0.018

Angle of knee joint (°) 90.2 ± 17.2 88.3 ± 16.4 80.1 ± 10.1 76.5 ± 9.3 0.632 0.001

Angle of ankle joint (°) 30.1 ± 9.5 29.7 ± 8.6 26.4 ± 6.8 24.1 ± 4.2 −0.642 0.001

Table 3: Changes in the other indicators

Training time (h) 0 0.5 1 2

Peak angular velocity of the
hip joint (°/s)

−2.495 ± 0.245 −2.514 ± 0.257 −2.608 ± 0.147 −2.627 ± 0.271

Peak angular velocity of the
knee joint (°/s)

3.688 ± 0.547 3.754 ± 0.621 3.804 ± 0.145 3.817 ± 0.258

Peak angular velocity of the
ankle joint (°/s)

−1.452 ± 0.247 −1.741 ± 0.285 −1.807 ± 0.574 −1.823 ± 0.517

Instantaneous force value
after buffer (BW)

1.078 ± 0.117 1.213 ± 0.254 1.094 ± 0.341 1.209 ± 0.517
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4.2 Pedaling and Stretching
In the state of pedaling and stretching, the increase of training time had influence on indicators, such as

pedaling and stretching time, changes in angles of lower limb angles and impulse.

In combination with Tab. 4 from the point of view of the pedaling and stretching time, there was no
significant difference between 0 h and 0.5 h, but after 1 h of training, the pedaling and stretching time
was 0.21 ± 0.16 s, and after 2 h of training, it was 0.19 ± 0.18 s, which was significantly lower than that
of normal state (0.25 ± 0.18 s); it was the same with that in the buffer stage. The change range of angle
of the hip joint, knee joint and ankle joint also decreased with the increase of training time. The angle of
each joint after 1 h of training and 2 h of training had a marked difference compared with the normal
state. The peak angular velocity of hip joint, knee joint and ankle joint decreased with the increase of
training time. The peak angular velocities of hip joints and knee joints after 1 h of training and 2 h of
training markedly decreased with the increase of training time compared with those in the normal state.
The angular velocity and the peak value of vGRF of the ankle joint decreased slightly.

It was seen from Fig. 4 that the impulse in the pedaling and stretching state decreased with the increase
of training time. When the training time reached 0.5 h, the decrease of impulse was small. When the training
time reached 1 h, the impulse in that stage decreased dramatically, and the impulse after 2 h of training was
much smaller than that after 1 h of training.

Table 4: Changes in different indicators

Indicator Training time (h)

0 0.5 1 2

Pedaling and stretching time (s) 0.25 ± 0.18 0.24 ± 0.19 0.21 ± 0.16 0.19 ± 0.18

Hip joint angle (°) 60.7 ± 5.9 58.6 ± 6.3 54.9 ± 8.2 50.7 ± 6.7

Knee joint angle (°) 87.6 ± 5.9 84.9 ± 6.2 75.3 ± 4.7 71.2 ± 6.4

Ankle joint angle (°) 68.7 ± 4.7 66.3 ± 5.2 60.7 ± 9.1 57.2 ± 4.3

Peak angular velocity of hip joint (°/s) 7.894 ± 1.68 7.532 ± 1.87 6.102 ± 1.93 5.762 ± 1.61

Peak angular velocity of knee joint (°/s) −16.327 ± 1.62 −14.325 ± 1.08 −10.972 ± 0.98 −8.831 ± 1.62

Peak angular velocity of ankle joint (°/s) 18.622 ± 1.77 18.521 ± 1.64 17.079 ± 1.32 17.044 ± 1.81

Peak vertical ground reactive force (vGRF) (BW) 1.302 ± 0.174 1.297 ± 0.168 1.289 ± 0.146 1.286 ± 0.171

Figure 4: Changes of impulse
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4.3 Flight
It was seen from Fig. 5 that the flight time decreased with the increase of training time, there was no

significant difference of the flight time after 0.5 h of training and before training, the flight time after 1 h
of training and 2 h of training greatly reduced compared with that in the normal state, the rising height of
the center of gravity also showed a downward trend, the rising height of the center of gravity after 1 h
and 2 h of training was much different from that in the normal state.

4.4 Landing
In the landing stage, with the changes of the training time, the landing time, the angle and angular

velocity of the knee joint and the angular velocity of the ankle joint at the moment of landing changed.

In combination with Tab. 5 with the increase of the training time, the landing time also increased. The
landing time after 1 h and 2 h of training was longer than that without training. Angles of the hip and ankle
joints had no great change, but the angle of the knee angle showed an obvious increasing tendency with the
increase of the training time. After one hour of training, the angle of the knee joint reached 56.75 ± 7.69°,
which was much different from that without training (50.67 ± 8.32°), and it was the same after two hours of
training. Changes in the peak value of vGRF and its loading rate were small.

Fig. 6 shows that the flexion and extension angles of different joints at the moment of landing changed
with the increase of the training time, the flexion and extension angles of the hip and knee joints decreased,

Figure 5: Changes of the flight time and rising height of center of gravity

Table 5: Changes of indicators

Training time (h) 0 0.5 1 2

Landing time (s) 0.186 ± 0.041 0.197 ± 0.037 0.243 ± 0.541 0.251 ± 0.054

Angle of hip joint (°) 20.74 ± 9.34 21.86 ± 08.61 23.47 ± 8.36 22.74 ± 9.21

Angle of knee joint (°) 50.67 ± 8.32 51.46 ± 8.36 56.75 ± 7.69 57.61 ± 9.12

Angle of ankle joint (°) 58.67 ± 9.21 56.42 ± 8.32 57.61 ± 7.36 58.04 ± 6.84

Peak vGRF (N) 2.47 ± 0.27 2.40 ± 0.29 2.33 ± 0.51 2.27 ± 0.26

Loading rate of peak vGRF (BW/s) 31.74 ± 6.32 28.77 ± 5.49 28.24 ± 6.21 28.03 ± 5.67
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the flexion and extension angle of the ankle joint increased; change in the flexion and extension angles was
the largest.

The angular velocity of different joints also changed when double feet touched the ground (Fig. 7).
The angular velocity of the hip joint, knee joint and ankle joint decreased gradually with the increase
of the training time, but the decrease of hip joint angular velocity was not obvious. The angular velocity
of the knee joint and ankle joint after one hour and two hours of training decreased markedly compared
with that without training.

4.5 Mental Fatigue Analysis
The influence of the training time on height of jumping was analyzed in the aspect of sports mental

fatigue. Before and after experiment, the athletes were given Athlete Burnout Questionnaire (ABQ)
complied by Raedeke et al. [13]. The scale is composed of 15 items, including three subscales, physical
strength exhaustion, decline of sense of achievement, and sports downplaying. There are five grades of
score, 1 for never appear and 5 for always appear. The higher the score is, the more obvious the mental
fatigue of athletes is. The statistical results are shown in Tab. 6.

Figure 6: Changes in flexion and extension angles of different joints at the moment of double-foot landing

Figure 7: Changes in angular velocity of different joints at the moment of double-foot landing

Table 6: The statistical results of ABQ

Physical strength
exhaustion

Decline of sense
of achievement

Sports
downplaying

Before experiment (n = 10) 11.12 ± 0.94 10.78 ± 0.86 11.22 ± 0.77

After experiment (n = 10) 18.64 ± 0.86 17.54 ± 0.37 15.84 ± 0.49
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It was seen from Tab. 6 that the ABQ score of the athletes had large differences before and after experiment;
before experiment, the athletes showed no mental fatigue; after a long-term training, the athletes showed different
degree of mental fatigue, which might be correlated to the decline of height of jumping.

5 Discussion

In the training process of volleyball block take-off, the athletes’ knee joints needs to move up and down,
left and right, frequent take-off is needed, the range of motion is large, the speed of movement is fast, which
brings a huge amount of load exercise to the knee joint. The muscle work can be divided into two kinds:
concession and restraint. The former means that the muscle is controlled to stretch passively the action of
gravity, and the latter means that the muscle contracts when people squat rapidly. After training, the
contraction velocity may increase gradually, but after increasing to some extent, the muscle force may
decrease. It was found from the analysis of biomechanical indicators that the length of the training time
had a great influence on the height of jumping. The length of training time will affect the physiological
mechanism of the human body, causing fatigue, so that the body can not continue to maintain the
predetermined intensity of exercise. In this experiment, when the training time reached 0.5 h, the subjects
have not yet reached the fatigue state. When the training time reached 1 h, the subjects had fatigue, and
the biomechanical indicators of lower limbs began to change obviously. When the training time reached
2 h, the fatigue state of the subjects further deepened. The biomechanical indicators of lower limbs also
had changes, as shown below.

In the buffer stage, the buffer time and the variation range of the joint angle had a great influence on height
of jumping, and these indicators had great changes with the increase of the training time (p < 0.05). With the
increase of the training time, the pull of lower limb muscles was insufficient, the motion of different joints
became smaller, and the buffer time became shorter, thus affecting the height of jumping.

In the pedaling and stretching stage, the pedaling and stretching time decreased with the increase of the
training time, which was also due to the reduction of the variation range of angles of different joints,
consistent with the buffer stage. The peak angular velocity of the hip joint and knee joint also decreased
with the increase of the training time. The angle and peak angular velocity of the knee joint had the greatest
changes. With the increase of the training time, the reaction of lower limb muscles and nerve became
slower, and moreover the contraction ability of the knee joint was greatly affected. During pedaling and
stretching, the lower limbs could not sufficiently stretch due to the declined control ability, thus affecting
the height of jumping.

With the increase of the training time, the landing time also increased, and the angle of the knee joint had
the most prominent change. It was found that the burden of lower limbs increased with the increase of
training time. When landing, better buffering effect could be achieved by enlarging the variation range of
the knee joint, protecting lower limbs. With the increase of the angle of the knee joint, hamstring muscle
can adjust its position, reduce the forward movement of tibia relative to femur, and reduce the possibility
of ligament injury. At the moment of double-foot landing, the flexion and extension angle and angular
velocity of the knee joint and the angular velocity of the ankle joint decreased markedly with the increase
of the training time. In that process, quadriceps femoris tension increased, patellar tendon burden
increased, and risk of ligament injury also increased.

The analysis of sports mental fatigue (Tab. 6) showed that the long-term training improved the mental
fatigue level of the athletes. In the state of sports mental fatigue, the emotion, power and behaviors of athletes
all changed, athletes showed negative response to sports, the training interests decreased, and the training
motivation declined, which led to the decline of height of jumping during blocking.

Repeated jumping in the blocking process will cause many sports injury to volleyball players, such as
patellar tendinitis, ACL injury, etc. [14,15]. ACL injury is a very serious and common sport injury for
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volleyball players [16]. The adductor muscle strength will be great when an athlete lands after block jump
[17], and the flexion angle of the knee joint was small, increasing the risk of ACL injury [18]. Long-term
continuous training will bring more pressure to joints and muscles of lower limb, and the possibility of
injury will greatly increase. Long-term training also has a great impact on the height of jump. Therefore,
in actual training and competition, athletes should master the time and rest properly to adjust joints and
muscle state. In addition, it was found that the knee joint played a significant role in the process of block
jump. Hence athletes must strengthen the protection of the knee joint, pay attention to training methods
and intensity, and try to avoid knee joint injury.

6 Conclusion

Training time has a great influence on the height of jumping of volleyball block. It is found from the
analysis of biomechanical data that the motion range of angles of different joints of lower limbs gradually
decreased in the buffer stage with the increase of the training time, angles of different joints and the peak
angular velocity and impulse of the hip and knee joints gradually decreased in the pedal and stretching
stage, the flight time and rising height of center of gravity also showed a downward trend, and the angle
of the knee joint during landing, the flexion and extension angle and angular velocity of the knee joint at
the moment of double-foot landing and the angular velocity of the knee joint at the moment of double-
foot landing changed.
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